
 
 
 
 
 

OOLY Introduces New Products and Expansions for Spring 2019 

Continuing to deliver the colorful fun choices customers want 
 

February 2019 - Oceanside, CA - OOLY, the brand that brings unique and colorful art supplies to 

market every year, has expanded its offering for 2019. With a continued emphasis on fun and 

the whimsical, new introductions include a Scented Scratch Stickers line, Rainbow Glitter Wand 

Pens, Color Write Fountain Pens, Double Up! Mini Marker Travel Set and additions to the 

Chroma Blends and Giftables lines.  The new products complement the existing product line 

with an emphasis on creating your happy. www.OOLY.com 

 

 Spring 2019 New Product Highlights- 

 

Scented Scratch Stickers (2 sticker sheets + 8 jumbo stickers) MSRP 

$4.99 [120-037, 120-039, 120-040, 120-041, 120-042, 120-043, 

120-044, 120-045] 

 

With Nom Nom Narwhals, Tropical Toucans, Sleepy Sloths and 5 more 

delightfully fun options, OOLY Scented Scratch Stickers dress up 

journals, tablets, homework, water bottles and more! Available to 

retailers as a fully loaded display option that pairs fabulously with 

below Rainbow Glitter Wand Sparkle Pens. 

 

Rainbow Glitter Wand MSRP $2.99 (Individual Pen) [132-103] 

 

Shake them up to sparkle!  Keep writing fun with these jumbo black ink 

pens available in 4 colored cases each with a unique illustrated theme 

Narwhals, Mermaid Cats, Rainbow and Hearts.  Great for party gifts! 

 

 

Color Write Fountain Pens (Set of 8) MSRP $14.99 [132-092] 

 

Penmanship never looked so good.  With the new fountain pen set 

available in rainbow colors from OOLY, the Color Write Fountain Pens 

will liven up any planner, journal or handmade cards.  Set includes 8 

colors. Refills available. 

 

http://www.ooly.com/
https://www.ooly.com/collections/scented-scratch-stickers
https://www.ooly.com/products/rainbow-glitter-wand-pens
https://www.ooly.com/products/color-write-fountain-pens-set-of-8


 

 

 

Double Up! 2 in 1 Mini Markers Travel Set (Set of 36) MSRP $12.99 

[130-062] 

 

Perfect for travel, this cute and compact mini marker set comes with 36 

different colors to create and draw while on the road or taking flight! 

 

Spring Product Expansions 

 

Giftables continue to expand into 2019 with a total of 40 styles with 

price points ranging from $12 - $30+, OOLY Giftables will entice 

everyone from the impulse buyer to the serious gift shopper. Offered in 

peggable pouches for an easy wall display option, the Small and Large 

Happy Packs and the Specific Giftable Bundles are for everyone from 

the budding artist and the organizer to the inspired child, teenager or 

adult.  

 

Chroma Blends is one of OOLY’s go-to lines for artists.  For 2019, OOLY 

has added a Neon Watercolor set to its existing line of Pearlescent 

Watercolor Paints, Watercolor Brush Markers, Watercolor Travel Paint 

set and Watercolor Paper Pad.  

 

For more information or to set up an interview with the dreamers at OOLY, contact Samantha 

Ellis at Samantha@3D-Comm.com. For further information on OOLY please visit 

www.OOLY.com and Instagram and Pinterest.  
 

About OOLY 

Founded in 2005, OOLY has established itself as the home of color for creatives of all ages. 

OOLY is designed to help you create your happy at school, work, home. The collection of vivid 

crafts and office supplies make it easy for anyone to express themselves in an otherwise black 

and white world. With an assortment of writing, organization and art tools anyone can fuel 

their creativity and live boldly. OOLY is proud to be 100% Woman-Owned. Find out how color 

lives in OOLY on social media @weareOOLY. 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.ooly.com/products/double-up-2-in-1-mini-markers-set-of-36
https://www.ooly.com/collections/gifts
https://www.ooly.com/collections/chroma-blends
mailto:Samantha@3D-Comm.com
http://www.ooly.com/
https://www.instagram.com/weareooly/?hl=en
https://www.pinterest.com/weareooly/

